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 Trend: lasers continue to get 
smaller, more portable, less 
expensive, more powerful

 Exhibit A: mid 1980’s 
Nd:YAG laser, flash tube 
pumped; required 240 Vac
power and water cooling

 Exhibit B: Contemporary 
diode; 120 Vac, air cooled

Moore’s Law for Lasers



News Item: Eye Injury to 15 
year old

 More powerful hand 
held lasers now 
readily available

 Public can’t tell 
difference between 
a <5 mW “pointer” 
and identical 
appearing but more 
powerful device 

 More incidents 
increasingly likely



 Several manufacturers offer 1 W 
hand held completely portable 
lasers for >$300 (e.g. Laserglow
Technologies, Wicked Lasers, 
Dragon Lasers, Iveyilaser)

 1 W: laser hazard Class 4 
(immediate eye injury, skin 
hazard, ignition source)

 Conventional Class 4 lasers are 
designed to be bolted securely 
to an optical bench or inside 
equipment; hand held devices 
sold as recreational “toys”

Trend: Hand-Held 
1W Blue Lasers



LIA Press Release (Aug. 2010)
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Laser Strikes on Aircraft
MSNBC Story 20-Jan-11 [www.msnbc.msn.com/id/41156165/ns/travel-news/]

• Incidents rose from 1,527 in 2009 to 2,836 in 2010 (up 
from about 300 in 2005, when tracking began)

• Airports with most reports in 2010: LAX (108); O’Hare 
(98); Phoenix & San Jose (80 each); Los Vegas (72); 
Philadelphia (66); Oakland (55); Honolulu (47); San 
Francisco (39); Denver & Newark (38 each); Tucson (37) 

• 2009: Calif. man gets 2 1/2 years in prison for aiming 
laser at 2 passenger jets landing at John Wayne Airport

4-Feb-11: Congress votes to make it a felony to strike 
aircraft with laser (already a federal offense)
8-Feb-11: 14-year old girl arrested for pointing laser at 
planes at LAX



 Lasers continue to get smaller, more portable, less 
expensive, more powerful

 Several manufacturers now sell high power (1+ W) 
hand held lasers

 Injuries have been reported
 Laser strikes on aircraft almost doubled in the past 

year, and increased by nearly a factor of ten since 
the FAA began tracking in 2006

 High power lasers now used as toys by untrained 
members of the general public; out of the 
lab/factory and into the bedroom

Conclusions


